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CONTENT AND SCOPE OF THE COLLECTION

This collection contains many materials used in the writing of John Marshall: Defender of a Nation. It also has the original draft for the book written by Jean Edward Smith. Aside from the research material and written work, this collection also holds the book on Diskette and photos and illustrations used in the book.
I. **Introduction**

Fd 1 Original Draft – Introduction

Fd 2 Adams, John Stokes. ed; An Autobiographical Sketch

Fd 3 Bassett, John Spencer Review of Beveridge’s in American Historical Review

Fd 4 Corwin, Edward F. Review of Beveridge’s in Mississippi Valley Historical Review

Fd 5 Cushman, Robert Eugene

Fd 6 Dangerfield, George

Fd 7 Hooker, Richard J. – Documents

Fd 8 Dewey, Donald O.

Fd 9 Ford, Paul Leicester

Fd 10 Frisch, Morton J.

Fd 11 Gibbs, George

Fd 12 Heichelheim, Fritz M., Yeo, Cedric A., and Ward, Allen M.

Fd 13 Hamilton, Stanislaus Murray (ed)

Fd 14 Jefferson, Thomas

Fd 15 Kimball, David

Fd 16 King, Charles R. (ed)


Fd 18 Martineau, “Western Travel”

Fd 19 Mattoon, Peter M.

Fd 20 McLauglin, Andrew C.
Fd 21 Rhodes, Irwin S.

Fd 22 Rose, U.M. (address)

Fd 23 Schmidt

Fd 24 Seddig, Robert G.

Fd 25 Smith, J. Allen

Fd 26 Sobel, Robert ed.

Fd 27 Stephenson, D. Grier Jr.

Fd 28 Turner, Kathryn

Fd 29 Williams, Charles Richard

Fd 30 Williams, William Appleman

Fd 31 Gerald, Herbert P.

II. Chapter 1

Fd 32 Original Draft – Chapter 1

Fd 33 Photographs/Postcards/Misc.

Fd 34 Descriptions of Contemporary key figures, Maps, Bibliographic References, Photocopied Photographs

Fd 35 Adams, Randolph, F.

Fd 36 Anderson, Jefferson R.

Fd 37 Anderson, Peter John

Fd 37a. Barrell, John

Fd 38 Billings, Warren, Selby, John, and Tate, Thad

Fd 39 Bond, B.W.

Fd 40 Brown, Stuart E. Jr.
Fd 41 Brugger, Robert J.
Fd 42 Bulloch, John Malcolm
Fd 43 Burke, J.
Fd 44 Burnaby
Fd 45 Campbell, Charles
Fd 46 Chinard, Gibert
Fd 47 Cooke, John
Fd 48 Dillon, John Forrest
Fd 49 Dickson, William Kurt
Fd 50 Dombree, Bonamy
Fd 51 Dowdey, Clifford
Fd 52 Drabble, Margaret
Fd 53 Emery, Noemie
Fd 54 Fiske, John & Wilson, James Grant (eds)
Fd 55 Fitzpatrick, John C. (ed)
Fd 56 Freeman, Douglas Southall
Fd 57 Green, John W.
Fd 58 Groome, H.G.
Fd 59 Hume, Ivor Noel
Fd 60 Kail, Jerry (ed)
Fd 61 Keiths of Scotland
Fd 62 Kinghorn, Alexander (ed)
Fd 63 Malone, Dumas
Fd 64 Lenman, Bruce

Fd 65 (Cabot) Lodge, Henry

Fd 66 Main, Jackson Turner

Fd 67 Marshall Genealogy

Fd 68 Marshall, John

Fd 69 Marshall, Maria Newton

Fd 70 Marshall, Thomas

Fd 71 McLynn, Frank

Fd 72 McIlwaine, Henry & Kennedy, John P.

Fd 73 Morgan, Edmund S.

Fd 74 Morris, John E.

Fd 75 Petrie, (Sir) Charles

Fd 76 Pine, L.G.

Fd 77 Pope, Alexander

Fd 78 Quisenberry, Anderson Chenault

Fd 79 Randolph, Wassel

Fd 80 Riegel, Robert E.

Fd 81 Remini, Robert V.

Fd 82 Rivoire, Richard J.

Fd 83 Rozbicki, Michael J.

Fd 84 Russell, T. Triplett and Gott, John K.

Fd 85 Sabine, Lorenzo

Fd 86 Sibley, Agnes Marie
III. Chapter 2

Fd 97 Original Draft - Chapter 2

Fd 98 Maps & Misc

Fd 99 Editorial Notes on Battles Referred to in this Chapter

Fd 100 Brigham, Clarence Saunders

Fd 101 Fitzpatrick, John C. (ed)

Fd 102 Hutchinson, William T. and Rachal, William M.E.

Fd 103 Idzerda, Stanley J. (ed)

Fd 104 Issac, Rhys and Morgan, Edmund S.

Fd 105 Marshall, John “Papers of John Marshall”

Fd 106 Muhlenberg, John P.G.

Fd 107 Pickering, Danby

Fd 108 Sanchez – Saavedra
IV. Chapter 3

Fd 113 Original Draft – Chapter 3

Fd 114 Misc

Fd 115 Abrams, M.H (Gen) (ed)

Fd 116 Ambler Family/Burwell (General References)

Fd 117 Anderson, Dice Robins

Fd 118 Correspondence of the Amblers & Marshalls

Fd 119 Baker, Leonard

Fd 120 Barry, Graeme

Fd 121 Bicentennial of American Legal Education

Fd 122 Blackburn

Fd 123 Blackstone, William

Fd 124 Boyd, Julian P. (ed)

Fd 125 Campbell, A.I.L.

Fd 126 Cooke, John E.

Fd 127 Cullen, Charles T.

Fd 128 Cuneo, John R.

Fd 129 Ford, Worthington Chauncey
Fd 130 Hale, (Lord)
Fd 131 Hilldrud, Robert Leroy
Fd 132 Jillson, Willard
Fd 133 Kennedy, Duncan
Fd 134 Lee, Sidney
Fd 135 Lassiter, Francis Rives
Fd 136 Lingley, Charles R.
Fd 137 Lutz, Donald S.
Fd 138 Malone, Dumas (ed)
Fd 139 Marshall, Humphrey
Fd 140 Marshall, John – Reflections upon his wife
Fd 141 Mason, Frances Norton
Fd 142 McKnight, Martin (Marshall)
Fd 143 Bishop Meade
Fd 144 Nelson, William E.
Fd 145 Pope, A.
Fd 146 Rhodes, Irwin S.
Fd 147 Roane, Bushrod
Fd 148 Roane, Spencer
Fd 149 Selby, John E.
Fd 150 Shepard, E. Lee
Fd 151 Sherwin, Oscar
Fd 152 Sparks, Jared
V. Chapter 4

Fd 157 Original Draft – Chapter 4

Fd 158 Misc

Fd 159 Ammon, Harry ed.

Fd 160 Baker, Leonard

Fd 161 Blackstone, William

Fd 162 Boyd, Julian P. (ed)

Fd 163 Brown, I.E.

Fd 164 Brown, Stuart E. Jr.

Fd 165 Caton Case

Fd 166 Crosskey, W.W.

Fd 167 Dickinson, Josiah Lock

Fd 168 Call, Daniel

Fd 169 Corwin, E.S.

Fd 170 English, William Hayden

Fd 171 Gallatin, Albert

Fd 172 Gelbach, Clyde Christian

Fd 173 Hamilton, Stanislaws Murray (ed)

Fd 174 Henry, Patrick
Fd 175 Pendleton Refs. Hilldrup, Robert Leroy

Fd 176 Hite V. Fairfax

Fd 177 Holmes V. Walton

Fd 178 Hunt, Gaillard (ed)

Fd 179 Indians

Fd 180 Ingram, John H.

Fd 181 Notes on Jefferson, Thomas

Fd 182 Jefferson, Thomas

Fd 183 Jensen, Merrill

Fd 184 Johnson, Allan & Malone, Dumas

Fd 185 Johnson, Herbert A. (ed)

Fd 186 Johnston, F. Claiborne Jr.

Fd 187 Kamper V. Hawkins

Fd 188 Knaebel, Ernest

Fd 189 Kukla, Jon

Fd 190 Madison, James

Fd 191 Malone, Dumas

Fd 192 Marshall to Wilkinson

Fd 193 McLaughlin, Andrew C. et. al.

Fd 194 Meade, Robert Douthat

Fd 195 Padover, Saul K. (ed)

Fd 196 Paris

Fd 197 Peterson, Merrill D.
Fd 198 Posey, John Price
Fd 199 References to Randolph, Edmund
Fd 200 Reardon, John J.
Fd 201 Roane, Spencer
Fd 202 Rubin, Louis D. Jr.
Fd 203 Rutland, Robert et al.
Fd 204 Shockley, Martin Staples
Fd 205 Stinchcombe, William
Fd 206 Treaty of 1783
Fd 207 Van Doren, Charles
Fd 208 Virginia House of Delegates

VI. Chapter 5
Fd 209 Original Draft – Chapter 5
Fd 210 Laws of Virginia
Fd 211 Marshall Hardy, Sallie E.
Fd 212 Morgan, George
Fd 213 Ratification Convention
Fd 214 Rutland, Robert A. et al.

VII. Chapter 6
Fd 215 Original Draft – Chapter 6
Fd 216 Misc
Fd 217 Americanus
Fd 218 Ammon, Harry
Fd 219 Barnett, Angela
Fd 220 Barry, Graeme
Fd 221 Currie, David P.
Fd 222 Daniels, Johnathan
Fd 223 Duke de la Rouche Foucault Liancourt
Fd 224 Duke, Maurice & Jordan, Daniel P
Fd 225 Eckenrode, H.J.
Fd 226 Ernst, Joseph Albert
Fd 227 Fitzpatrick, John C. (ed)
Fd 228 House of Marshalls’
Fd 229 Harland, Marion
Fd 230 Hobson, Charles Frederic
Fd 231 Johnson, Herbert (ed)
Fd 232 Jones V. Walker
Fd 233 Kaminski, John P. & Saladino, Gaspare
Fd 234 Kamper V. Hawkins
Fd 235 Marshall Hardy, Sallie E.
Fd 236 Simms, Henry H.
Fd 237 Ware V. Hylton
Fd 238 William & Mary Quarterly C.M.S. Article
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VIII. Chapter 7

Fd 239 Original Draft – Chapter 7
Fd 240 Misc
Fd 241 Adams, Charles Francis
Fd 242 Adams, John
Fd 243 Agricola, Gnaeus Julius
Fd 244 Aristides
Fd 245 Bartlett, Ruhl J. (ed)
Fd 246 Beeman, Richard R.
Fd 247 Beeman, Richard R.
Fd 248 Bernard, Jack F.
Fd 249 Ernst, Robert
Fd 250 Fitzpatrick, John C.
Fd 251 Gerry, Elbridge
Fd 252 Gracchus – Tiberius Sempronius
Fd 253 Henry, Patrick
Fd 254 Jefferson, Thomas
Fd 255 Knox, Henry
Fd 256 Leicester, Paul
Fd 257 Marshall, Louis
Fd 258 Marshall Papers
Fd 259 Mayer, Henry
Fd 260 McCabe, Joseph
Fd 261 Miller, Hunter (ed)
Fd 262 Mme. De Villette
IX. Chapter 8

Fd 273 General Notes & References; Student Submissions

Fd 274 Adams, John Quincy

Fd 275 Aurora General Advertiser

Fd 276 Barlow, Joel

Fd 277 Beaumarchais, Pierre de

Fd 278 Beaumarchais

Fd 279 Bemis, Samuel Flagg

Fd 280 Berrard, J.F.

Fd 281 Colmache, Edouard

Fd 282 Dauer, Manning J.

Fd 283 Dictionary of American History

Fd 284 Ford, Worthington C. (ed)
X. Chapter 9

Fd 298 Original Draft – Chapter 9
Fd 299 Acts of the First Congress – 1789
Fd 300 Acts of the Fourth Congress – 1796
Fd 301 Adams, John
Fd 302 A.H.R – Board of Editors
Fd 303 American State Papers
Fd 304 Ammon, Harry
Fd 305 Ammon, Harry
Fd 306 Annals of Congress
Fd 307 Annals of Congress
Fd 308 Beard, Charles A.
Fd 309 Bell, Landon C.
Fd 310 Blumenthal, Henry
Fd 311 Bradshaw, Herbert Clarence
Fd 312 Brodie, Fawn M.
Fd 313 Brown, Ralph Adams
Fd 314 Bruce, William Cabell
Fd 315 Cress, Larry D.
Fd 316 Cress, Larry D.
Fd 317 Cunningham Jr., Noble E. (ed)
Fd 318 Dauer, Manning J.
Fd 319 Dauer, Manning J.
Fd 320 Davidson, Philip G.
Fd 321 Deane, Silas
Fd 322 Fitzpatrick A.M., John C.
Fd 323 Fitzpatrick, John C. (ed)
Fd 324 Flexner, James Thomas
Fd 325 Ford, Paul Leicester
Fd 326 Ford, Worthington C. (ed)
Fd 327 Franck, Thomas M.
Fd 328 Furlong, Patrick J.
Fd 329 Gilbert, Sandra M. and Gubar, Susan
Fd 330 Glennon, Michael J.
Fd 331 Gordon, Edward
Fd 332 Hamilton, Alexander
Fd 333 Henry, Patrick
Fd 334 Henry, Patrick
Fd 335 Henry, William W.
Fd 336 James, William
Fd 337 James, William
Fd 338 Jefferson, Thomas
Fd 339 Jordan, Winthrop D.
Fd 340 Journal of the House
Fd 341 King, C.R.
Fd 342 King, Charles R.
Fd 343 Koch, Adrienne and Ammon, Harry
Fd 344 Lee, C. Attorney – General
Fd 345 Lyon, E. Wilson
Fd 346 Lyon, E. Wilson
Fd 347 Maline, Dumas
Fd 348 Mason, Stevens Thomson
Fd 349 McMaster, John B.
Fd 350 McMaster, John B.
Fd 351 Merz, Nancy M.
Fd 352 Miller, John C.
Fd 353 Morison, S.E.

Fd 354 Paulding

Fd 355 Pleasants v. Pleasants 1800

Fd 356 Pritchett, C. Herman

Fd 357 Prufer, Julius F.

Fd 358 Randall, Henry S.

Fd 359 Randolph, Edmund

Fd 360 Risjord, Norman K.

Fd 361 Rode, George

Fd 362 Sedgwich, T

Fd 363 Smith, James Morton

Fd 364 Smith, James Morton

Fd 365 Steiner, Bernard C.

Fd 366 Stinchcombe, William

Fd 367 Sumner, William Graham

Fd 368 Swan, James

Fd 369 Virginia Court of Appeal

Fd 370 Wedgewood, Ruth

Fd 371 Wehtje, Myron F.

Fd 372 Welch Jr., Richard E.

Fd 373 Wolcott, Oliver
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XI. Chapter 10
Fd 374 Adams, Henry
Fd 375 Adams, John
Fd 376 American State Papers
Fd 377 Ames, Fisher
Fd 378 Ames, Fisher
Fd 379 Bayard, J. Andrew
Fd 380 Brown, William Garret
Fd 381 The Department of State
Fd 382 Durey, Michael
Fd 383 Fischer, David Hackett
Fd 384 Ford, Paul Leicester (ed)
Fd 385 Hamilton, Alexander
Fd 386 King, Rufus
Fd 387 Lodge, Henry Cabot
Fd 388 Monroe, James
Fd 389 Montagnes, Andrew J.
Fd 390 Steiner, Bernard C.
Fd 391 Syrett, Harol C.

XII. Chapter 11

Fd 392 American Bar Association
Fd 393 Aurora General Advertiser
Fd 394 Brant, Irving
Fd 395 Chase, Samuel
Fd 396 Cranch, William
Fd 397 Cushing, William
Fd 398 Cushman, Clare (ed)
Fd 399 Custer, Lawrence B.
Fd 400 3 Dallas
Fd 401 Dallas, Alexander James
Fd 402 Davies, Joe
Fd 403 Davies, Joe H.
Fd 404 Haines, Charles Grove
Fd 405 Hazelton, George C.
Fd 406 Jay, John
Fd 407 Jeffreys, George
Fd 408 Lincoln, Levi
Fd 409 Merrimack
Fd 410 Moore, Alfred
Fd 411 Morgan, Donald G.
Fd 412 Morgan, Donald G.
Fd 413 Nelson, William E.
Fd 414 Paterson, William
Fd 415 Peltason, J.W.
Fd 416 Pfeffer, Leo
Fd 417 Reeve, Herry (trans.)
Fd 418 Roper, Donald M.
XIII. Chapter 12

Fd 433 Ames, Fisher – letters
Fd 434 Aurora – Newspaper Clippings
Fd 435 Boyd, Julian P.
Fd 436 Carpenter, William S.
Fd 437 Congress, Senate, & House Debate
Fd 438 Farrand, Max
Fd 439 Hagner, Alexander Burtan
Fd 440 Hamilton
Fd 441 Jefferson, Thomas
Fd 442 Mason, Stevens Thomson
Fd 443 Monroe, James
Fd 444 National Intell.
Fd 445 Turner, Kathryn
Fd 446 Turner, Kathryn
Fd 447 U.S. vs. Daniel
Fd 448 Wilson vs. Mason

XIV. Chapter 13

Fd 449 Alfange, Dean Jr.
Fd 450 Aurora – Breakdown/timeline
Fd 451 Aurora; National Intell.
Fd 452 Aurora – Feb 2nd 1803
Fd 453 Aurora – Feb 4th 1803
Fd 454 Aurora – Feb 9th 1803
Fd 455 Aurora – Feb 10th 1803
Fd 456 Aurora – Feb 12th 1803
Fd 457 Aurora – Feb 14th 1803
Fd 458 Aurora – Feb 15th 1803
Feb 459 Aurora – Apr 19th 1803
Fd 460 Aurora – April 25, 26, 30 1803
Fd 461 Baker vs. Carr 1961
Fd 462 Chineral, Gilbert
Fd 463 Cooper vs. Aaron 1958
Fd 464 Dred Scott vs. Sandford
Fd 465 History of Congress
Fd 466 Jefferson the President
Fd 467 Marbury et al. – Petition
Fd 468 Marbury vs. Madison
Fd 469 Marbury vs. Madison
Fd 470 Marbury vs. Madison
Fd 471 Memorial of Judges
Fd 472 Memorial of Judges
Fd 473 National Intell. – Timeline/Index
Fd 474 National Intelligencer & Washington Advertiser
Fd 475 Nat’l Intell. – Jan 31st 1803
Fd 476 Nat’l Intell. – Feb 2nd 1803
Fd 477 Nat’nal Intelligencer – Feb 14th 1803
Fd 478 Nat’l Intell. – Feb 18th 1803
Fd 479 National Intelligencer, May 10-13, 1803
Fd 480 Stuart vs. Laird
Fd 481 Thompson vs. Oklahoma
Fd 482 U.S. vs. Nixon 1973
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XV. Chapter 14

Fd 483 Misc
Fd 484 Adams, Herbert Baxter
Fd 485 American Ins. Co. vs. Canter
Fd 486 Beard, Charles A.
Fd 487 Beard, Charles A.
Fd 488 Bemis Ch. VIII.
Fd 489 Judge Chase
Fd 490 Judge Chase Ellsworth Ford Steel, Emily
Fd 491 Faulkner, Robert Kenneth
Fd 492 Foran, William A.
Fd 493 Foster vs. Neilson
Fd 494 Gallatin to Jefferson
Fd 495 Gray, Frederick
Fd 496 Haskins & Johnson Ch. VII
Fd 497 Little vs. Barreme
Fd 498 Little et al. vs. Barreme et al.
Fd 499 Marshall, John
Fd 500 Murray vs. Schooner Charm Betsy
Fd 501 Naval Documents – U.S. Gov’t
Fd 502 Randolph, John
Fd 503 Sloops of War
Fd 504 Smith, William Raymond
Fd 505 Life of George Washington
Fd 506 Life of George Washington
XVI. Chapter 15

Fd 507 Life of George Washington
Fd 508 Lives of Washington

Fd 509 Misc – Notes, etc.
Fd 510 Bollman & Swartwout
Fd 511 Elsmere, Jane Shaffer
Fd 512 Freund, Paul
Fd 513 Hudson vs. Guestier
Fd 514 Hurst, Willard
Fd 515 Kennedy, John P.
Fd 516 Morris, Richard B.
Fd 517 Saint – Memin
Fd 518 Tucker, St. George
Fd 519 Warren, Charles
Fd 520 Weitenkampf, Frank
Fd 521 Wheaton, Henry

XVII. Chapter 16

Fd 522 Misc – cases 1808-1810 terms
Fd 523 Misc.
Fd 524 Clinton, Robert Lowry
Fd 525 Corwin, Edward S.
Fd 526 Farrand, Max
Fd 527 Fletcher vs. Peck
XVIII. Chapter 17

Fd 542 Act to Establish the Judiciary Courts of the U.S.

Fd 543 Adams, J.Q.

Fd 544 Brant, Irving

Fd 545 Cases – Feb. Term 1812

Fd 546 Cases – Feb. Term 1813

Fd 547 Currie, David P.

Fd 548 Degnan, Ronan E.

Fd 549 Duvall, Gabriel
Fd 550 Fairfax vs. Hunter’s Lessee
Fd 551 Jefferson, Thomas
Fd 552 Jurisdictional Immunity
Fd 553 Livingston vs. Jefferson
Fd 554 Madison, James
Fd 555 Marasinghe, M.L.
Fd 556 Mississippi vs. Louisiana
Fd 557 The Schooner Exchange
Fd 558 Schooner Paulina’s Cargo
Fd 559 Story, Joseph
Fd 560 U.S. vs. Hudson & Goodwin
Fd 561 Wright, Miller & Cooper

XIX. Chapter 18

Fd 562 Cases – Feb. Term 1814
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XX. General References

Fd 563 Notes – General
Fd 564 Bibliographic References
Fd 565 Americanus
Fd 566 Antifederalists/ Federalists
Fd 567 Blackstone, references to & commentaries
Fd 568 Bracken vs. College of William & Mary
Fd 569 Boyd, Julian (ed)
Fd 570 Call, Daniel
Fd 571 Cases
Fd 572 Churchill, Charles
Fd 573 Dillon, John F. (ed)
Fd 574 Fauquier County – notes
Fd 575 Foran, William A.
Fd 576 Gooch, William
Fd 577 Green, Raleigh Travers
Fd 578 Griswold, Rufus Wilmot
Fd 579 references to Hardy, Samuel
Fd 580 Henry, William Wirt
Fd 581 Hite/Fairfax, Debate
Fd 582 Jefferson, Thomas (& the Constitution)
Fd 583 Keith, George
Fd 584 Lodge, Henry Cabot
Fd 585 Madison, James
Fd 586 Maps
Fd 587 Marshall, John
Fd 588 Marshall, John & Monroe, James
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Fd 589 Martin vs. Hunter’s Lessee
Fd 590 Milliken, John D.
Fd 591 Monmouth, Battle of
Fd 592 Monroe, James
Fd 593 Monroe, James & Roane, Spencer
Fd 594 Nathan, Simon
Fd 595 Oldschool, Oliver
Fd 596 Ordinances
Fd 597 Pecquet du Bellet, Louise
Fd 598 Randolph, References to Peyton and the family in general
Fd 599 Ratification Convention
Fd 600 Roane, Spencer, letters of
Fd 601 Rumsey, James
Fd 602 Rutland, Robert E. (ed)
Fd 603 St. Bartholomew’s Massacre
Fd 604 Sanchez – Saavedra, E.M.
Fd 605 Simcoe’s Military Journal
Fd 606 Slaughter, Rev. P.
Fd 607 Smith, J.E.
Fd 608 Smith, Jeremiah
Fd 609 Steuben, Baron Von
Fd 610 Swift, Lindsay
Fd 611 Treaties, references to Jay Treaty
Fd 612 Virginia Convention
Fd 613 Virginia
Fd 614 Washington, George
Fd 615 Wilkinson, James

Fd 616 Wingo, Elizabeth B.
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### XXI. Revisions and Research

Fd 617 Jean Edward Smith Correspondences

Fd 618 Revisions Chapter 1

Fd 619 Revisions Chapter 2

Fd 620 Revisions Chapter 3

Fd 621 Revisions Chapter 4

Fd 622 Revisions Chapter 5

Fd 623 Revisions Chapter 6

Fd 624 Revisions Chapter 7

Fd 625 Revisions Chapter 8

Fd 626 Revisions Chapter 9

Fd 627 Revisions Chapter 10

Fd 628 Revisions Chapter 11

Fd 629 Revisions Chapter 12

Fd 630 Revisions Chapter 13

Fd 631 Revisions Chapter 14

Fd 632 Revisions Chapter 15

Fd 633 “Chapter 16 – Yazoo”

Fd 634 Gott Monograph Separation Sheet

Fd 635 “John Marshall 1755-1835”
Fd 636 Unrelated Material
Fd 637 Notes found in 3-ring binder
Fd 638 5 1/4” diskette found in 3-ring binder
Fd 639 Primary Material
Fd 640 Primary Material
Fd 641 John Marshall Will
Fd 642 Letters to Lafayette
Fd 643 Transcriptions of Letters
Fd 644 Transcriptions – Letters to Joseph Story
Fd 645 Transcriptions of Letters
Fd 646 Transcriptions of Letters
Fd 647 “Decisions of the Marshall Court”
Fd 648 Articles
Fd 649 Articles, etc.
Fd 650 Articles – (Indian Laws)
Fd 651 General, notes
Fd 652 Misc
Fd 653 Slaughter, William B.
Fd 654 Newmyer, Kent
Fd 655 Roper, Donald M.
Fd 656 Marshalls of VA
Fd 657 Bryan, W.B.
Fd 658 Bryan, W.B.
Fd 659 Bryan, W.B.

Fd 660 Coxe, Teuch.

Fd 661 Paxton, W.M.
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XXII. Page Proofs & Research Material

Fd 662 Jean Edward Smith

Fd 663 Page Proofs

Fd 664 Pg. Proofs, T.P. – Chapter 3

Fd 665 Pg. Proofs, Ch. 4 – Ch. 7

Fd 666 Pg. Proofs, Ch. 8 – Ch. 11

Fd 667 Pg. Proofs, Ch. 12 – Ch. 18

Fd 668 Pg. Proofs, Ch. 19 – Ch. 20

Fd 669 Pg. Proofs – Notes

Fd 670 Pg. Proofs, Bibliography; Acknowledgements; etc.

Fd 671 Post-It Notes

Fd 672 Articles

Fd 673 Articles

Fd 674 Items found in Biography

The Life of John Marshall, Vol. 1; By Albert J. Beveridge, Houghton Mifflin

Company 1919
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XXIII. Photos and Illustrations

Fd 675 Illustrations not selected
Fd 676 Identified Photographs
Fd 677 Unidentified Photographs
Fd 678 Unidentified Photographs
Fd 679 Numbered photographs in album pages #83-114
Fd 680 Illustrations – possible replacement pieces
Fd 681 Negatives
Fd 682 Numbered photographs on album pages #116-147
Fd 683 Plan of New Orleans
Fd 684 Illustrations not selected
Fd 685 Unidentified Photographs
Fd 686 Numbered Illustrations
Fd 687 Illustrations not selected
Fd 688 Photo Copies and printed illustrative material
Fd 689 Numbered photographs on album pages #21-42
Fd 690 Numbered photographs on album pages #45-82
Fd 691 Numbered photographs on album pages #1-20
Fd 692 Damaged Photo Prints
Fd 693 Mock Courtroom Photos
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Fd 694 The Face of Justice, Portraits of John Marshall
Fd 695 Sallie E. Marshall Hardy’s “John Marshall” by Jean Smith
Fd 696 Marshall Library Paper
Fd 697 Ike and Mac and General Marshall, Outline
Fd 698 Marshall Correspondence

Fd 699 Photos of John Marshall

Fd 700 Jean Smith’s Excerpt from The John Marshall Law Review

Fd 701 The John Marshall Law Review, Vol. 33 No. 4

Fd 702 John Marshall, Reviews in Newspapers

Fd 703 John Marshall, Comments

Fd 704 John Marshall, Comments cont’d

Fd 705 John Marshall

Fd 706 Reviews on John Marshall, 1

Fd 707 Reviews on John Marshall, 2

Fd 708 Reviews on John Marshall, 3

Fd 709 John Marshall flyers, ads, etc.

Fd 710 John Marshall Reviews in Magazines, 1

Fd 711 John Marshall Reviews in Magazines, 2

Fd 712 John Marshall Reviews in Magazines, 3

Fd 713 John Marshall Reviews in Magazines, 4

Bx. 12 John Marshall: Defender of a Nation, Book on Diskette

Bx. 13 John Marshall: Defender of a Nation, Book cover proofs and photograph